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Detailed description

Comprising three versions - strands five, strands ten and strands sixty -
each high performance carpet tile within the strands range presents a mid-
grey background with black pinstripes, accented by a number of highlight
stripes in one of eight key colours. Each name indicates the amount of
colour used - either 5%, 10% or 60% of each carpet tile.

strands is suitable for heavy commercial use (class 33) with the vibrant
textured loop construction using 100% solution dyed nylon in an innovative
design with various laying options of amazing effects.

Product guidance - As Standard

Size:

Dimensions: 500 x 500 mm.•

Total thickness: 7 mm (+/- 10%).•

Total weight: 4430 g/m² (+/- 10%).•

Flammability:

Euroclass Bfl-s1.

Durability:

Wear classification (to BS EN 1307): Class 33 - heavy commercial
use.

•

Castor chair rating (to BS EN 985): Pass - suitable for continuous
use.

•

Static loading (to BS 4939:1987 (2003)): Recovery >80% (24 hours).•

Dynamic loading (to BS ISO 2094:1999 (2005)): Loss <20% (1000
impacts).

•

Static electricity:

Body voltage test (to BS ISO 6356:2000): <2 kV.

Colour fastness:

Light (to BS EN ISO 105 - BO2): Grade 6 (minimum).•

Shampoo (to BS 1006: UK-TB:1990): Grade 4–5 (minimum).•

Environmental specifics:

BREEAM A and A+ ratings across full product range.•

A+ VOC rating, on very low emissions of volatile substances in
indoor air.

•

Uses burmatex® Accummen™ backing with 75% recycled content.•
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Options

Colour:

- strands five:

17401 pink/ 17402 scarlet/ 17403 orange/ 17404 yellow/ 17405 lime/ 17406
aqua/ 17407 blue/ 17408 night.

- strands ten:

17301 pink/ 17302 scarlet/ 17303 orange/ 17304 yellow/ 17305 lime/ 17306
aqua/ 17307 blue/ 17308 night.

- strands sixty:

17201 pink/ 17202 scarlet/ 17203 orange/ 17204 yellow/ 17205 lime/ 17206
aqua/ 17207 blue/ 17208 night.

Product specification

Manufacturer

- Name: burmatex ltd

- Web: www.burmatex.co.uk

- Email: marketing@burmatex.co.uk

- Tel: +44 (0)1924 262525

- Fax: +44 (0)1924 280033

- Address: Victoria Mills,The Green,Ossett,West Yorkshire WF5
0AN
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